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By FORREST  CARDAMENIS

Although automakers are racing to be the first out of the gate with self-driving vehicles, consumers would prefer their
vehicles have diagnostic and preventative capabilities, according to a new report from IBM.

Although consumers express interest in autonomous vehicles, vehicles that assimilate to the driver's behavior and
surrounding environment and the ability to fix themselves on their own, the latter category rated highest at 59 percent
of respondents. The "A New Relationship Peoples and Cars" report provides automakers with a number of segments
that could have larger returns than autonomous vehicles and evidences a need to consider and categorize
consumers by digital habits.

"Auto companies need to start looking at the digital experience people want to have and treating it the same in
segment consumers," said Ben Stanley, global automotive research lead, Institute for Business Value, IBM.

"The digital experience in the vehicle is becoming just as or more important then the physical experience and as the
car takes over more and more of the driving, what people can and want to do while riding in the car will be a key
differentiator," he said.

For "A New Relationship Peoples and Cars," IBM surveyed 16,649 consumers in 16 countries about what they want
and expect from automobiles over the next 10 years, from mobility services to retail options and self-enabling
vehicle groups (SEVs).

A new way forward
As sensors and cognitive computing become less expensive and more powerful tools, manufacturers will have a
better understanding of a vehicle's shortcomings and will be able to develop technology that can recommend
solutions without needing the owner to take the vehicle in for servicing.
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Mercedes Vision Tokyo autonomous concept

The SEVs considered in the report are as follows: "self-healing" vehicles, which can fix themselves without human
interaction, such as by repairing paint scratches; "self-socializing" vehicles, which could communicate with traffic
lights to attain an optimal speed to reach the light while it is  green.

SEVs also include "self-driving" vehicles, "self-learning" vehicles that configure everything from temperature and
seat position to driving aspects by the driver and passengers; "self-configuring" vehicles that make use of driver-
authorized information to personalize the vehicle and "self-integrating" vehicles that allow the driver to control their
home from the car.

The order of preference for the SEVs was the same for "growth markets" and "mature markets," with self-healing
being the most popular, followed by self-socializing, self-learning, self-driving, self-configuring and then self-
integrating, but growth markets had a 20 to 25 percent higher rate of interest in each category, never dropping below
60 percent. Consumers in mature markets, on the other hand, never accepted a category at more than a 48 percent
rate.

Interestingly, consumers in growth markets South Korea, Russia, China, Indonesia, Thailand, Mexico, Brazil and
India tended to respond to questions about particular innovations with eagerness.

Those in "mature markets" the United States, Canada, Germany, the United Kingdom, Australia, France and Japan
were more skeptical, wondering why they need a particular technology. Those in mature markets were also less
likely to use social media regularly or be early adapters of technology, yet slightly more likely to consider
themselves "tech-savvy."

Audi e-tron quattro autonomous concept

However, preference distinctions ran deeper than merely growth versus mature markets.

"Asian countries rated 'self-driving' capabilities as one or two priority which the western markets rated it lower," Mr.
Stanley said. "On the flip side, Western countries rated self-healing capabilities the highest while it was lower in the
Asian markets.

"For mobility services, an interesting difference was with health services, which would be using sensors in the car to
monitor health and act in emergencies," he said. "India and Brazil rated that as their number one priority while the
U.S. and Germany rated it much lower."

As expected, those who are more technologically sophisticated rate as having a higher digital maturity or more
willing to take advantage of innovations. Among respondents, "pacesetters" and "fast followers" make up 48 percent
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of respondents and two thirds are from growth markets.

Thirty-eight percent of consumers are part of "the pack." While hesitant about new technology, they could be
influenced once they understand their value.

Based on this data, the report recommends automakers segment consumers by digital maturity, creating
sophisticated digital segmentation models the way physical segmentation models are generally created. Next, win
over the pacesetters and fast followers, and then move down the ladder to the pack and even "spectators" content
with the status quo.

Aston Martin Rapide S

Also considered in the report are alternative modes of transportation, such as fractional car ownership, car sharing
and on-demand taxi services such as Uber. However, these services were of lower priority than SEVs across all 16
countries.

Forty-two percent of those surveyed would consider a subscription pricing model, while one-quarter were "very
interested" in fractional ownership. In mobility services, 36 percent would like an on-demand rideshare and slightly
more would consider a car sharing service, with options ranging from on-demand ridesharing to peer-to-peer rental.

Younger consumers are particularly concerned with the environment, and ride and car-sharing services appeal
especially to the group. A gradual shift toward urban living is also likely contributing to decreased demand for a
personal vehicle.

BMW online retail

Between one-third and one-half of consumers are hoping to have a role in the creation or design of new products in
services, either through voting, submitting ideas online or participating in design games. Once again, mature
markets were more skeptical; "very likely to participate" rates ranged from 26 percent to 39 percent compared to 41
percent to 59 percent in growth markets.

Retail models are changing in other ways, too. Globally, 67 percent of consumers said it is  important to be able to
buy from a dealership, but 46 percent said the same of online purchase through original equipment manufacturers
and 38 percent would buy from online brokers.

Hitch a ride
Recently, emphasis among automakers seems to be on autonomous vehicles.

Technological innovation reigned supreme for automakers participating at the Consumer Electronics Show in Las
Vegas Jan. 6-9.
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A number of brands, including Audi, Mercedes-Benz and Aston Martin, have detailed new initiatives focusing on the
technological breakthroughs of upcoming vehicles. With autonomous vehicles visible on the horizon, the
intersection between automobiles and technology will become increasingly obvious (see story).

Nevertheless, the report shows that other advances are also important to consumers. Providing ride-sharing
possibilities could allow an automaker to tap into a significant portion of the market that does not want to own a car,
while the brand with the first self-healing car could find itself with a new wave of loyal customers before
autonomous vehicles hit the market.

Some automotive brands are already beginning to venture into the rideshare market.

German automaker Audi is expanding its boundaries with a new mobility service.

"Audi At Home" allows a resident of LUMINA condominiums in San Francisco and Four Seasons Residences in
Miami reserve and drive a vehicle from Audi's line at her convenience. The initiative shows that Audi is a mobility
service brand in addition to an automaker (see story).

"Even though people still desire the convenience of the personal car, they are changing their priority in when they
use it," Mr. Stanley said. "From our survey, we found that there will be a decline of 24 percent of people 35 and over
who will use the car as their primary mode of transportation.

"They still may use as a secondary option if they own it but they will not want to have a traditional ownership with the
car sitting idle much of the time, especially with options like Uber," he said. "And once people go to a car sharing or
on-demand ride-sharing model, the loyalty to the brand gets diluted. So automotive brands need to find ways to keep
people tied to their brand.

"One way is to provide flexible ownership models where people have an ownership stake in a car but the cost of
ownership can decrease (fractional ownership) or the value they get increase with access to other cars in the same
brand (subscription pricing)."
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